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About The Speaker
Charru Malhotra,

Ph.D. (IIT-Delhi

•

•

As a Researcher
To Ideate ; To Disseminate

•
•

Developed several Innovative Tools as
G2C2G model of Design Thinking in egov (2009)- recommended
reading in Technical Univ of Dermastadt , Germany
CCR- Citizens’ Consultation Round for participation in tech-design
(2009)
EOR- Expert Opinion Round using Delphi for Validation of e-Gov (2010)
Citizen’s Perception of Online Citizen-Engagement MyGov (2017)

30 YEARS of National &
International Experience

As a Trainer










e-Governance
Digital Transformation
Digital India
Design Thinking
Participatory
Governance
Smart Cities
Digital Villages
Cyber Security
Public Policy in TechSpaces

To impart & evolve

• Guided > 25 M.Phils and PhDs in varied topics
including SDGs and Digital Technologies, Freedom of Expression &
Censorship of Internet in India, Cyber Security, Digital Divide,
Online Activism, Misinformation

•
As a Consultant
To help perform & transform

Bagged assignments ~ INR 150 millions from Govt (
MeitY, MHA, UGC , DARPG,…), UN Agencies ( The
World Bank, ADB, UNESCO,…) , BigTech (SAP), Global
Embassies ( Swiss), Orgs (Korea, Tunisia, Afganisthan) ,
Univs (Panethon’-France)
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Best Paper Award
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ACCLAIM TO INDIAN
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION in
eGOV at Kaleidoscope
2018
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The Prestigious “51 FABULOUS GLOBAL SMART CITIES LEADERS AWARD”
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Session 1: Emerging Technologies (ETs) and Industry 4.0

Aim
The first session in this module aims to explain the meaning, classification and applications of
Emerging Technologies (ETs) as well as the convergence of these technologies in , what is
popularly referred as Industry 4.0 (IR 4.0) – its components and use cases.
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Session 1: Emerging Technologies (ETs) and Industry 4.0

Agenda
01

Understanding Emerging Technologies (ETs)

02

Understanding 3 Categories of ETs- Artificial Intelligence,
Immersive Technologies, Digital Platforms

03

Elaborating Types of Each of the Categories of ETs

04

IR 4.0 & its Four Components

05

Use-Cases of Industry 4.0

06

Some of the Enterprises Supporting IR 4.0 at Present

07

Summary & Further References
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* Disclaimer : All explanations, mages and figures used in this presentation are to be used only for basic awareness and sensation purposes and have been picked up from public domain , unless otherwise cited

Some Glimpses
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Emerging Technologies-ETs/
New Age Technologies-NAT
●

Newer digital formats of technologies, have
emerged such as AI, Big Data Analytics, IoT,
Block

Chain

,

Mixed

Reality,

MetaVerse

,

BlockChain / NonFungible Tokens –NFTs and so
on.

●

ETs

have

displaced

the

‘comfort

zone’

of

organizations as well as for individuals by paving
way for end-to-end digitalization; are also referred
as

‘Disruptive

Technologies’

or

‘Frontier

Technologies’

●

ETs can be classified in 3 categories

○
○
○

Artificial Intelligence
Immersive Technologies
Digital Platforms
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Three Categories of Emerging Technologies (ETs)
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Defining Three Categories Of Emerging Technologies

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

When computer systems are
able to perform tasks normally
requiring human intelligence,
such as visual perception,
speech recognition, decisionmaking, and translation between
languages. Eg Drones , Robots
Various techniques of AI are
Machine
Learning,
Deep
Learning,
Neural
network
theories, Deep Reinforcement
Learning.

(TRANSPARENTLY)
IMMERSIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

Integration of virtual content
(images, sound etc) with the
physical environment to allow the
user to engage naturally with the
blended reality Eg Virtual Reality
Gives
perception
of
being
physically present in a nonphysical world. Also includes all
sensor based devices that are
leading us towards a betterconnected lifestyle.

DIGITAL
PLATFORMS

systems and interfaces that
form the technology building
blocks
for
other
digital
experiences / disruptions/
enterprises Eg 5G, Cloud
Computing, IoTs
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Types / Examples of AI Technologies
1.

Robots ( IIT-Guhawati developed robots to deliver food , medicines in isolation wards).

2.

Commercial UAVs/Drones

(used for delivery of covid-19 vaccines in remote locations and return home-

base ; weaponised drones)

3.

Natural Language Processing (NLP)* ( gives machine the ability to derive meaning from human
languages- can process human handwriting/human speech ; can be used for language translation )

• Conversational User Interface Examples – Alexa, Siri; AI based platform for UMANG to
interact with citizens in multiple languages, analyse sentiments to give personalised services

• Facial Recognition – to stop minors from playing games at midnight; in Belgium to tag politicians who
are distracted by phones

• Sentiment Analysis

– sentiment analysis for customer feedback, for targeted campaigning ; trawl the

news on internet for stock analysis

4.

Autonomous Vehicles/ Self-Driven Cars/ Driverless Cars

(Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/your-guide-to-natural-language-processing-nlp-48ea2511f6e1)

Contd..

Types / Examples of AI Technologies
5.

AI Taxonomy

(also

called 'Strong AI' because it can understand as the human brain does and

could combine human-like thinking with computational abilities and can perform intellectual tasks as
humans can)

6.

Ontology Management

(Representation of knowledge that defines meaning of concepts and
Source: DMNews

relationships among different concepts )

7.

Cognitive Computing

(technology platforms that combines ML, reasoning, NLP, speech,

vision, human computer interaction to mimic human brain/ human thought process; helps to improve
human decision making)

8.

Smart Dust

(collection of micro electro-chemical systems as sensors, robots that can detect light,

temp, vibrations, chemicals and other stimuli) ...

(Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/your-guide-to-natural-language-processing-nlp-48ea2511f6e1)

Types of Transparently Immersive Technologies

1.

Wearable Technologies -

2.

Virtual Reality (VR) –

Apple Watch and Fitbit

completely virtual uses 3-D simulations -accessed by head

mounted googles. For example

used in

Wearable Technologies

Games, Surgery ,Flight simulators, Weather

forecasting.

3.

Augmented Reality (AR) -

Not a simulation of reality rather integrates & adds

value to the user’s interaction with real world by adding sound, GPS, video overlays. Eg :
SnapChat used digital overlays on top of a digital video feed; Pokemon Go used locationbased AR on smartphones where as if the player and Pokémon are occupying the same

real-world location at the same time.

4.

Mixed Reality (VR+AR)

-

create an environment where physical and virtual

objects can exist and interact in real-time. MR overlays images or videos over a screen
showing reality through a mobile camera, smart glasses or headsets. To be used in

Fashion, e-Commerce industry, Social Media, Gaming, Remote repair guidance and project
monitoring apps

Mixed Reality (VR+AR)

Types of Transparently Immersive Technologies

Contd..

5.

Holograms

–

3-D images using lasers. used in Military Mapping , Ultrasound scans,

Security

6.

Additive manufacturing- uses layering method

• 3D

Printing- prints 3D objects; uses less material. Related concepts are Cloud

Holograms

based Additive manufacturing, Rapid manufacturing, Mass customisation of jewellery or
any other products

• 4D

Printing –added dimension of ‘transformation’ under certain environmental

conditions. shape-morphing technologies , can repair itself-

used in Biomedical,

products are packaged flat and their designed shape activated on site by a simple
stimulus.

7. Brain Computer Interface (BCI) -Direct communication between a wired brain &
an external device. Helpful for augmenting, or repairing human cognitive or sensory-motor
functions.

8. Assistive Technologies – text-to-Speech recognition software, screen magnifiers

3D Printing
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Types of Digital Platforms Technologies
1.

Cloud Computing –

Uses Internet for storing and managing data on remote servers. For Example: Dropbox,

Microsoft Azure, AWS , Rackspace etc

2.

The Internet of Thing (IoT) -

It is a network of digital devices embedded with sensors, software, and

other technologies that exchange data over the Internet. Examples: All domestic gadgets like lights, refrigerator etc
could be controlled using a single voice-controlled device in a SmartHome.

3.

Big Data Analytics -

Use of advanced analytic techniques that comprise of various streams including data

mining, data management, statistical analysis and AI/ML etc to extract meaning out of diverse big data sets.
Example: Search engines use it to autofill preferred search options for the visitor ; OTT platforms use it to track our
preferred genre of movie watching.

4.

5G:. Upto 100 times faster connectivity speeds higher than 4G , ultra-low latency and greater bandwidth . It would
be useful, for example in seamless experience in Smart Cities and Holographic/Multi-Person Video Calls, permit
download of a complete HD movie in a few seconds and of course for Industry 4.0 connectivity .
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Types of Digital Platforms Technologies

Contd..

5.

Digital Twin - digital representation of a physical object,
process or service. Example: As designed model, automated
progress monitoring

6.

Edge computing -

it is a distributed, open IT

architecture that features decentralized processing power,
enabling mobile computing and Internet of Things (IoT)
technologies. Example: Grid Edge Control and Analytics, Oil
and Gas Remote Monitoring etc.

7.

Block chain – It is a digital, public ledger that records
online transactions. Example: Bitcon etc

8.

Software-defined security(SDS) - a model in
which the information security is controlled.

..........
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What is an NFT?
It’s known as a non-fungible token, meaning that each token is unique, one-of-one.
It cannot be traded and is exclusive to the owner. To answer the follow-up question
that’s already in your mind, this token isn’t physical and is considered a digital
asset. In simpler terms, each NFT is made up of unique lines of code stored on a
blockchain. Essentially, blockchain is an online database that has multiple uses but
is commonly used as a ledger for Bitcoin transactions.

How are NFTs acquired?
If you’re still trekking along on this journey, NFTs can be purchased using cash or
Ethereum: cryptocurrency. Remember the days of collecting baseball cards or
vintage dolls? This is the exact same concept – except digitally. You can list and
sell art, music, and everything in between via online marketplaces. Believe it or not,
original tweets, memes, video games, and gifs are just a few things that have been
sold and are currently still holding strong in the NFT world.

(https://mint.intuit.com/blog/consumer-iq/what-is-an-nf

How do NFTs actually work?
You need to lock and load your crypto wallet, which you can connect and track in
the Mint app, if you’re interested in purchasing NFTs as everything operates
digitally. Due to the increasing hype, there are now ‘drops’ that not only build
anticipation but can make bidding a very interesting experience for all eager and
willing participants.
22

How can I create my own NFT?

It’s known as a non-fungible token, meaning that each token is unique, one-of-one. It cannot be traded and is
exclusive to the owner. To answer the follow-up question that’s already in your mind, this token isn’t physical and
is considered a digital asset. In simpler terms, each NFT is made up of unique lines of code stored on a
blockchain. Essentially, blockchain is an online database that has multiple uses but is commonly used as a
ledger for Bitcoin transactions.
How are NFTs acquired?
If you’re still trekking along on this journey, NFTs can be purchased using cash or Ethereum: cryptocurrency.
Remember the days of collecting baseball cards or vintage dolls? This is the exact same concept – except
digitally. You can list and sell art, music, and everything in between via online marketplaces. Believe it or not,
original tweets, memes, video games, and gifs are just a few things that have been sold and are currently still
holding strong in the NFT world.
(https://mint.intuit.com/blog/consumer-iq/what-is-an-nft/)
How do NFTs actually work?
You need to lock and load your crypto wallet, which you can connect and track in the Mint app, if you’re
interested in purchasing NFTs as everything operates digitally. Due to the increasing hype, there are now ‘drops’
that not only build anticipation but can make bidding a very interesting experience for all eager and willing
participants.

How can I create my own NFT?
It’s quite simple – create something, mint it (this is how your creation is now living on the Ethereum blockchain),
and register to sell it on the various marketplaces. There’s a cost associated with the minting and selling process
that can fluctuate based on the platform you choose to use. You can also write clauses into your NFTs, including
23
but not limited to royalties if copies are being sold.

Understanding
Industrial
Revolutions

(Source: https://www.raconteur.net/manufacturing/manufacturing-gets-personal-industry-5-0/)

• Comprises of IoT based Smart Machines, with capabilities of autonomously exchanging information,

triggering

actions and controlling each other without little or no human intervention. Also called ‘smart manufacturing’ or ‘smart
factory’.

• Facilitates exponential improvements in efficiency and productivity in sectors requiring manufacturing, supply chain
and product life cycle management
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Components of IR 4.0
Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0’is convergence on Emerging Technologies)

Smart Systems
Cyber-physical
systems

IoT

Cloud Computing

Consumer

Industrial IoT

Mobile devices

3D printing

Smart Sensors

Augmented reality

Cognitive Computing

Big data analytics

Customer interaction

Four Major Components of IR 4.0
1. Internet of Things- IoT
a.

IoT is a network of interrelated computing devices,
each having embedded sensors,
unique
identifiers (UIDs) and Internet connectivity to
transfer data over a network with none/ negligible
human intervention.

b.

Such devices are also called Smart Devices.

c.

Smart devices collect meaningful data points and
can use data to learn from and predict patterns
too.

d.

For example, Cloud based Smart devices that are
meant to track temperature can provide advance
alerts to help you to save cold chain of products, if
the tolerance temperatures thresholds are
exceeded.
Contd…

(Source: https://partners.sigfox.com/companies/ningbo-mienergy-iot-technologies-co.ltd)

Four Major Components of IR 4.0
Contd…

a.

2. Cyber-physical systems

Tight
integration
of
computation,
networking, and physical processes
controlled or monitored by algorithms .

b. This is done by sensors, embedded
computers and networks who control / monitor
physical processes with feedback loops.
c. Physical processes effect computations and
vice versa .
For example : autonomous automobile
systems, industrial control systems, telerobotics, automatic pilot avionics.
Contd…
(Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/ai-and-cognitive-computing-fc701b4fbae7).

Four Major Components of IR 4.0
Contd…

3. Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is the on-demand
availability
resources,

of

computer

system

especially data storage

and computing power, without direct
active management by the user. The
term is generally used to describe data

centres' available to many users over
the Internet.
Contd…
(Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/ai-and-cognitive-computing-fc701b4fbae7).

Four Major Components of IR 4.0
Contd…

4. Cognitive Computing

Cognitive computing has the ability to imitate the way
the human brain thinks to instantly provide customized
recommendations. For example : IBM Watson is capable
of answering questions posed in natural language.
It employs combination of various features viz. data
mining & data-processing of unstructured/ structured
multimedia data using AI/ML Big Data analytics, pattern
recognition to provide accurate answers, as well as
natural language processing and visualization for
creating user-friendly interfaces.
There is slight difference between Cognitive
Computing (CC) and AI. CC tries to replicate how
humans would solve problems while AI seeks to create
better ways than humans to resolve problems

(Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/ai-and-cognitive-computing-fc701b4fbae7).

Some of the Enterprise Solutions of IR - 4.0
•

CK Birla Group is being rebooted with IIoT and predictive analytics

•

Panasonic’s smart factory solutions integrate wireless connectivity,
sensors and connected systems to help manufacturers visualise the
entire production line.

•

HIL adopts Industry 4.0 with new connected shop floor at Chennai
plant.

•

HCL opens global delivery centre in Canada.

•

Tech Mahindra, Cisco deploy 5G-enabled Industry 4.0 solutions.

•

SAP releases digital manufacturing cloud to push Industry 4.0

adoption.
(Source: https://www.techcircle.in/tag/industry-40)

Key Players in the top 10 IT Manufacturing Technologies

AI

Internet Of Things

Big Data

Block Chain

Key Players: Alphabet, Amazon, Apple,
IBM, Microsoft

Alphabet, Amazon, Cisco, IBM,
Microsoft, Oracle, PTC, Salesforce,
SAP (IoT platform)

Alphabet, Amazon, Dell, HP, IBM,
Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, Splunk,
Teradata (storage platforms, analytics)

Alibaba, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft,
Oracle, SAP (blockchain-as-a-service)

3D Printing

Robotics

Drones

5G

3D Systems, ExOne, HP, Stratasys

ABB, FANUC, KUKA, Mitsubishi
Electric, Yaskawa (industrial robots)
Hanson Robotics, Pal Robotics,
Robotis, Softbank Robotics
(humanoids) Alphabet/ Waymo, Aptiv,
GM, Tesla (autonomous vehicles)

3D Robotics, DJI Innovations, Parrot,
Yuneec (commercial drones) Boeing,
Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman
Corporation (military drones)

Ericsson, Huawei, Nokia, ZTE (network
equipment) Huawei, Intel, MediaTek,
Qualcomm, Samsung Electronics (chip)

Table : Key players across the Technology Domain
(Source: UNCAD report (2020))
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Industry 5.0: IR 4.0 + Humans + Robots

Announcing the Era of Intelligent Automation

•

Industry 5.0 is now here to stay !

•

It refers to human-beings and
robots working side-by-side Smart
machines.

•

In IR 5.0, robots ,also referred as
“co-bots” , work side by side with
humans.

•

Therefore, its all about collaboration
between
cognitive-computing
abilities of IR4.0 merged with
creative intelligence of human
beings to lend a more personalized
touch to “Smart factories”.
(Source: https://www.intellias.com/industry-5-0-announcing-the-era-of-intelligent-automation/)

Components of Industry 5.0
Complex Adaptive
Systems
Multi-Agent Systems
& Technologies

Emergent Artificial
Intelligence

Collaborative Robots

Industry 5.0
Components

Digital Ecosystem

Internet of Everything

Additive
Manufacturing
Smart Manufacturing

(Source: https://bunzut.wordpress.com/2018/05/25/industry-4-0-the-digital-technology-transformation/)

Challenges of Industry 5.0
“Highly integrated systems are vulnerable to systemic risks such as total network collapse…Extreme
connectivity creates new social and political structures. If left unchecked, they might lead to
authoritarian governance.”

Security, Safety ,
Privacy Issues

Vague Process Integrity &
Excessive Automation
CHALLENGES

Lack of Clarity on RoI

Need for Newer Legal &
Regulatory Framework

(Source: Birth of Industry 5.0: Making Sense of Big Data with Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things, and Next-Generation Technology Policy,” by Ozdmir V. and Hekim N., U.S. National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health)

Summarising Session:

Emerging Technologies & IR 4.0

In this session we have understood:

1. Three Categories of Emerging Technologies- AI, Immersive Technologies and Digital Platforms
2. Some Instances & Examples of all the 3 Categories of ETs

3. Insights into Industry 5.0 : Basics, Components and Challenges
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In the next session we would “What is Digital Transformation”

Any questions?

You can find me at:
charrumalhotra[dot]iipa[at]gov[do
Charrumalhotra@iipa.education
t]in
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